Uptown Church (Charlotte, NC)
Senior Pastor
We are excited to begin searching for the next Senior Pastor for Uptown Church in Charlotte,
NC. This is an incredible opportunity to lead a dynamic and influential church into their next
season of ministry. Uptown is looking for a wise and experienced shepherd who will care for the
flock that is entrusted to him by the Father and the Lord Jesus Christ. The next shepherd will
serve to help and equip the saints through the Word of God. They will also serve as a faithful
example of a leader growing in spiritual maturity, conforming to Christ’s very image and
committed to the ministry of the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
This Leader will be devoted to his calling of service to Christ and his Church, faithfully giving of
himself to the flock at Uptown Church in the spirit of 1 Th 2:7-12, Acts 20:28.
He will need to be a servant leader: a man able to work well with church officers and staff; who
delights to see other members of the team flourish. He is passionate about Scripture, the
historic Reformed faith, and the pastoral application of doctrinal truth for the nurture of the
flock.
He will need to be joyfully and comprehensively committed to the Westminster Standards as
faithful witnesses to the truth of Scripture and effective tools for the building up of the church.
Other Attributes include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A leader of leaders who faithfully and collaboratively shepherds the staff of Uptown
Someone who develops strong healthy, working relationships with the Elders and
Deacons
A person of impeccable character who is “above reproach”
Evidence of the fruit of the Spirit
A shepherd’s heart; a desire to love people and to be involved in their lives
A peacemaker who addresses conflict with wisdom, and speaks the truth with
conviction, compassion and patience
Handles interpersonal relationships judiciously and empathetically
Ability to work among a broad diversity of people and groups
Strong crisis intervention
Collaborative and team building with a multidirectional leadership approach
A man who is approachable, humble and gracious
Strong oral and written communication skills

Position Requirements:
•
•

Meets the requirements for the office of elder as listed in 1 Timothy 3:1-7
An excellent and committed expositional teacher of the Bible (preaching that is Christcentered, grace-filled, exegetical and expository)

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Exceptional and proven theological acumen with a track record of effectively standing
on Scriptural truth as the foundation for pastoral care and applying it in personal
ministry
10 years of full-time vocational ministry experience
5 years of experience of administrative management of church and staff
A Masters of Divinity degree or its equivalent from an accredited seminary
Able to be ordained in the PCA
Adherence to PCA BCO and Westminster standards
Participate in required meetings / duties / ministries of Presbytery and General
Assembly

To Apply
https://tss.chat/254503

